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E N R I C H M E N T  G U I D E



DO YOU WANT TO BE AN 
ACTOR ON THE SYT STAGE?

Anyone in grades 3-12 can audition for a 
Spartanburg Youth Theatre Production. 

Visit our website to find out how: www.spartanburgyouththeatre.com/audition-information

IN THIS GUIDE

Dear Teachers,
We are so excited to present Charlie Brown Christmas for the schools in Spartanburg and surrounding 
counties. Enclosed in this Enrichment Guide, you will find curriculum materials and activities that you can 
use in your classrooms before and after attending the performance. Please feel free to adapt any of these 
activities to fit the needs of your students.

Thank you so much for supporting the arts in your classrooms. Please do not hesitate to call or email with 
any questions or concerns. 

Adam Sanders
Director of the Spartanburg Youth Theatre
(864) 583-4891
asanders@spartanarts.org

AT THE THE ATER

CONTACT
Spartanburg Little Theatre: (864) 585-8272
Spartanburg Youth Theatre: (864) 583-4891
The Chapman Cultural Center: (864) 542-ARTS
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was written

by Alyssa Cameron. 

Contact Alyssa by email at
alyssabcameron@gmail.com 
to discuss your curriculum 

development needs.
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WELCOME TO THE 
CHAPMAN CULTURAL CENTER

The Chapman Cultural Center 
brings together Spartanburg’s 
visual and performing arts in 
a beautiful 85,000 square-foot 
campus. At the heart of the 
complex is the 500-seat theater. 

Patrons enter the theater 
through an exterior courtyard 
plaza, enclosed by the facility’s 
three buildings, through a 
columned portico, and into 
the Center’s main lobby. Large 

windows overlooking the plaza, 
patterned terrazzo floors, and 
a pair of open stairways create 
an elegant setting for large 
gatherings, as well as community 
or private events.

Following the tradition of great 
performance spaces, such as 
Carnegie Hall, the theater itself 
is a classic horseshoe-shaped 
design. The shape creates an 
intimate theatre experience for 

patrons sitting on both levels. 
Each seat has an excellent view of 
the stage, and the design of the 
room allows patrons to see each 
other from the side parterres 
and balcony. The architectural 
design of the theater is defined 
by the horseshoe geometry with 
curving parterre, balcony fronts, 
and a stepped circular ceiling 
with a detailed stenciled pattern 
crowned with a stained glass 
skylight.

THIS BOOKLET
was written

by Alyssa Cameron. 

Contact Alyssa by email at
alyssabcameron@gmail.com 
to discuss your curriculum 

development needs.
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Disney’s Aladdin JR. is based on the 1992 Academy Award®-
winning film and the 2014 hit Broadway show about the 
“diamond in the rough” street rat who learns that his true 
worth lies deep within. The story you know and love has 
been given the royal treatment! Aladdin and his three 
friends, Babkak, Omar, and Kassim, are down on their luck 
until Aladdin discovers a magic lamp and the Genie who 
has the power to grant three wishes. Wanting to earn the 
respect of the princess, Jasmine, Aladdin embarks on an 
adventure that will test his will and his moral character.

from https://www.mtishows.com/disneys-aladdin-jr 

PLOT SUMMARY
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VOCABULARY

Agrabah this is a word used by Genie to tell what city the play is in

Amiable this is a word used by Abdullah and the Sultan to describe Jasmine

Barbaric this is another term sung by Genie to describe what the city is like

Brawn Omar sings this word to explain that he is not that strong

Caravan this is another word used by Genie to say what kind of vehicles 
are used in the city

Cosmic this is a another term used by Genie to describe his powers

Cronies this is a word used by Kassim to describe him and his friends

Dunes this is a word sung by everybody to describe the sands all around the city

Enchanted this is a word used by Jafar to describe the Cave of Wonders

Entourage this is a word used by Omar to say they are part of Prince Ali’s group

Falafel this is a type of food Babkak talks about because he is hungry

Finale this word is sung by Aladdin and his friends to say it is the end of the song

Forbidden the Cave of Wonders shouts this word at Aladdin when he touched 
something he wasn’t supposed to touch

Jade this is a type of jewel Aladdin wants to buy Jasmine but he is too poor

Persian this is a word sung by everybody to describe Prince Ali’s monkeys

Shimmering Aladdin sings this word to describe what the world looks like 
on the magic carpet

Suitor this is a word used by Jafar to talk about men who want to marry Jasmine

Sultan the Sultan is the title of Jasmine’s father and is used to refer to him a lot

Trespass Jafar uses this word to explain that Aladdin has committed a crime

Vandal this is a term the Apple Vendor uses to insult Aladdin

5



B E F O R E  S H O W  A C T I V I T Y 20
min

S T A N D A R D S
 3 . RL . MC . 8 .1a
 4 . RL . MC . 8 .1a
 5 . RL . MC . 8 .1a

P U R P O S E 
The purpose of this lesson is to have students think beyond the text and analyze characters’ actions in 
order to understand why they act the way they do. Understanding character motivations helps students 
understand the story as a whole in a more insightful way.

M A T E R I A L S
Summary of Aladdin or a copy of the text . Aladdin can be used as a brief model with another 
supplementary book or as the book for the full lesson .

P R O C E D U R E
1 . Teacher will ask students to watch his/her actions as he/she does something specific in the room. 

This could be picking up a pencil, giving students a sticker, sitting on the stool, etc (anything that 
teacher has a motivation for doing) . Teacher will then ask students to explain what they saw and 
share why they think he/she did what he/she did . (Example: Ms . Hankins picked up a marker because 
she was going to write on the chart paper .) Teacher will encourage as many reasons as possible . Then 
ask students “who identified the correct motivation?” All students can have an opinion here, but the 
only person who knows the real motivation is the person who performed the action . 

2 . Share with students that this “why” for our actions is called a motivation. We do things for a reason! 
Ask students to think of other examples . (Ex: I erase because I made a mistake; I studied for 3 days 
because we had a test; I went to bed early because I had a soccer game the next day; etc .) 

3 . Teacher will now share that characters in books also have motivation behind their actions . Just like 
in life, sometimes it is easy to understand others’ motivations and sometimes these motivations are 
not very clear and we need to look deeper than the surface .  Understanding a character’s motivations 
helps us understand the character better . 

4 . Teacher will create the following chart on the board: 
 

Character Action Why? What does this tell me 
about the character?

5 . Teacher will use excerpt (or full story) from Aladdin . (Note to teacher: If you do not have Aladdin, you 
can use a different book and tie back to Aladdin at the end or after you have seen the play. You may 
also use a clip of the video) .

L I T E R A R Y  A C T I V I T Y

What's the Motivation?
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6 . Teacher will pause to list characters in the chart along with their actions . Next, teacher and class will 
consider all of the reasons why this action could have occurred . Teacher should encourage students 
to think of any possible reason, not just what they think is the correct reason .  
 

Character Action Why? What does this tell me 
about the character?

Aladdin Steals food in the 
marketplace

• Maybe he is 
hungry . 

• Maybe he is mean 
and wants to take 
things from other 
people .

• Maybe he is 
bored and has 
nothing else to 
do . 

• Maybe he thinks 
it's fun!

• Maybe he is 
trying to get 
revenge because 
someone stole 
from him .

 

7 . As the class continues to read, they should gain more insight on the character’s actions . This will 
allow them to take their best guess at the true motivation . Circle it on the chart and then complete 
the final column.  

8 . Teacher can do one character as a model and then have students work on the rest of the characters 
in groups and then share with full class .  
 
NOTE TO TEACHER: It is essential to encourage students to use the exact actions from the text, 
not their interpretations of the actions in the text. The goal here is to help students understand that 
sometimes their original judgments of a character’s motivations are not always correct. 

9 . After completing this for more than one character, teacher will ask students why it is important for 
us to analyze characters and their motivations . Prompting questions include: How does this help 
you as a reader?, How does this help you understand the story better? How does this help you 
understand the way other characters treat this character? Has your opinion changed about any 
characters?

10 . Teacher will guide students in creating this chart on their own and using it during their own 
independent reading time with characters from their own books . After independent reading time, 
students will share about their characters . 
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S T A N D A R D S
 3 .C . LCS . 5
 4 .C . LCS . 5
 5 .C . LCS . 5

P U R P O S E 
The purpose of this lesson is to allow students to practice analyzing and understanding figurative language 
in the context of music. Understanding figurative language helps students to comprehend the passage as a 
whole. 

M A T E R I A L S
• Lyrics sheet for “Friend Like Me” (see page 9)
• Figurative Language Analysis Chart (see page 10)

P R O C E D U R E
1 . Teacher will share with students that figurative language is a literary device that authors use 

to enhance their writing. There are many different types of figurative language- exaggeration, 
non-literal language, comparison, imagery etc. Today we will be focusing on the meaning of 
figurative language in the context of a song and how the figurative language supports the 
overall meaning and message of the song . 

2 . Teacher will provide a few examples for students. Note: Teacher, choose figurative language that 
your specific students have heard and will understand. For example, “If I say, ‘It’s raining cats 
and dogs!’, are there really cats and dogs falling from the sky?”or “ ‘I’m so hungry, I am going 
to die right now.’- are you really going to fall over dead because you are hungry? No, this is an 
exaggeration meaning you are REALLY hungry.”

3 . Teacher will provide a copy of the “Friend Like Me” lyrics to each student. Teacher may choose 
to use the “thinking chart” on the board or provide a copy for each student. Read the full lyrics 
together (shared reading) . 

4 . Now, reread and pause to stop at figurative language. Record the figurative language in the 
chart, discuss the meaning and then record the meaning. Examples to pause at include “‘cause 
up your sleeves”; “You got some power in your corner now, some heavy ammunition in your 
camp”; “You got some punch, piz-zazz, ya-hoo and how”; “Life is your restaurant and I’m your 
maitre d’”; “You ain’t never had a friend like me”; “Have some of column “A”. Try all of column “B””; 
“Gimme a doggie bag, Genie’s taking it home!”.

5 . Finally, have students write a one sentence summary of the song- Ask “What was the song 
about?”. Discuss how the figurative language helped lead you to the summary and how the 
figurative language fits the main idea. 

6 . Next step options:

• Students can independently read and find examples of general figurative language in their own 
books, record on sticky notes and share or fill in the table as done in class. 

• Students can practice using figurative language in their own writing. This can be tied to Aladdin or 
students can write their own “Friend Like Me” song about what kind of friend they would like to have. 

• Students can complete their own figurative language song analysis using a different song. Other 
songs from Aladdin include “One Jump Ahead”, “ A Whole New World”, “These Palace Walls”. 

L I T E R A R Y  A C T I V I T Y

Reading Between the Lines

B E F O R E  S H O W  A C T I V I T Y 20
min
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L Y R I C S  S H E E T

Friend Like Me
Hit it!

Wa-wa-wa Oh my! Wa-wa-wa! No no! 
Wa-wa-wa. Ha! Ha! Ha!

Well Alibaba had them forty thieves, 

Sheherezade had a thousand tales . 

But Master you’re in luck

‘cause up your sleeves you got a brand 
of magic never fails . 

You got some power in your corner now, 

some heavy ammunition in your camp . 

You got some punch, piz-zazz, 
ya-hoo and how. 

See all you gotta do is rub that lamp 
and I’ll say

Mister Aladdin, sir, 
what will your pleasure be? 

Let me take your order, jot it down . 

You ain’t never had a friend like me. 

No, no-no! 

Life is your restaurant 
and I’m your maitre d’ . 

C’mon whisper what it is you want . 

You ain’t never had a friend like me. 

Yes, sir, we pride ourselves on service. 

You’re the boss, the king, the shah! 

Say what you wish, it’s yours! True dish! 

How ‘but a little more baklava? 

Have some of column “A”. 
Try all of column “B”. 

I’m in the mood to help you, dude .

You ain’t never had a friend like me.

Wa-wawa oh my! Wawawa no no 
waawa ah haha 

Can your friends do this? 

Can your friends do that? 

Can your friends pull this 
out of their little hat?

[Spoken] Gimme a doggie bag, Genie’s 
taking it home! 

Mister Aladdin sir have a wish 
or two or three . 

I’m on the job you big na-bob. 

You ain’t never had a friend, 

never had a friend, 

never had a friend, 

never had a friend, 

You ain’t never had a 
friend like me! 

9



L I T E R A R Y  A C T I V I T Y

Figurative Language Analysis Chart
Figurative Language 

from the Song:
What it means 

in my own words:
How it fits into the song 

as a whole:

Summary of Song:
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S T A N D A R D S
 3S .1A .2
 4S .1A .2
 5S .1A .2

P U R P O S E 
Students will use the engineering design process to create a “flying carpet” that meets the requirements 
provided. Students will use critical thinking, problem solving skills and intentional planning to be successful.  

M A T E R I A L S
• ping pong ball, marble, or any other sphere shaped object
• a variety of materials that could be used as a carpet: paper (construction, cardstock, tissue, 

newspapers, cardboard, etc .)
• other materials such as rubber bands, pipe cleaners, string, etc .

T I M E
Recommended time allocation: 5 minutes directions, 5 minutes planning, 15 minutes building, 
5 minutes testing, 5 minutes reflecting

P R O C E D U R E
1 . Teacher will explain to students that they will be creating a “magic carpet” that flies. The carpet 

must meet the following requirements: 

• Hold two passengers (two different sized balls)

• Not lose the two passengers- this carpet is not magic, so students must ensure the people 
do not fall off the carpet 

• Stay in the air the longest- your carpet will “fly” when you throw it

Note: Teacher can modify this activity in many ways: e.g. students can just test a carpet to hold 
passengers, just test a carpet for time in air or both; it can be done as an individual activity or in 
teams.

2 . Provide students time to plan . They should sketch out their design and label all materials . 

3 . Allow students to choose materials and begin building . 

4 . After time is up, allow students to test their carpets . 

5 . Next, students will reflect on their designs and discuss how they would improve their designs 
if they were to rebuild or modify . This can be individual or full group . 

C R O S S  C U R R I C U L A R  A C T I V I T Y
STEM

Create a Carpet

B E F O R E  S H O W  A C T I V I T Y35
min
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© Spartanburg Youth Theatre, 2019

STUDENT ACTIVITIES Name:

Date:Disney's Aladdin Jr.

PICTURE PUZZLES
3.NSBT.2 3.ATO.6 3.ATO.8
4.ATO.3 5.ATO.1

Use the equations below to solve the value of each symbol. After you figure out all the values, 
create your own equations using the pictures!

÷ =

+ = 24+ = 4

÷ =5x =

+ + + + =

The value of The value of

The value ofThe value of

is is

isis
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MATH WORD PROBLEMS
3.ATO.3 3.ATO.8 4.ATO.2
4.ATO.3 5.ATO.2 

Solve the word problems below. You may need to add, subtract, multiply or divide. Use 
any strategy you want, but be sure to show all your work!

1. A thief in the market steals 8 apples. Aladdin steals five times more apples 
than that thief. How many apples did Aladdin steal?

2. Aladdin picks up Jasmine on the magic carpet at 7:49 pm. He brings her 
back home 57 minutes later. What time is it when Jasmine gets home?

3. The wind from east blows sand all over the palace. One room has 56,980 
grains of sand, another 175,908 and a third 456,179. How many grains of 
sand are there in the palace?

4. The genie grants 3 wishes per person. He granted 81 wishes on Saturday. 
How many people did he grant wishes for?

5. Prince Ali has 75 golden camels and 53 purple peacocks. About how many 
animals does he have in all? How many more golden camels does he have? 

13
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES Name:

Date:Disney's Aladdin Jr.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES Name:

Date:Disney's Aladdin Jr.

I SEE… I THINK: Observations and Inferences 
3. RL. MC. 5.1 3S.1A.4 3S.1A.7
4. RL. MC. 5.1 4S.1A.4 4S.1A.7 
5. RL. MC. 5.1 5S.1A.4 5S.1A.7

 Look at the picture below. Fill in the chart with observations 
(that’s what you see with your eyes!) and inferences (that’s what 
you think about what you see!).

I see... 
Observation

I think... 
Inferencet
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3. RL. MC. 5.1 4. RL. MC. 5.1 5. RL. MC. 5.1

• Aladdin steals things to survive because he has no money . 
Is stealing right or wrong?  Explain.

• Jasmine wants to be a leader for her people . 
What are some characteristics of a good leader? 
Does Jasmine/Jafar/Sultan possess these qualities?  How do you know?

• Is it good to wish for things you don’t have?

15
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES Name:

Date:Disney's Aladdin Jr.
Discussion / Writing
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES Name:

Date:Disney's Aladdin Jr.

PICTURE PUZZLES
3.NSBT.2 3.ATO.6 3.ATO.8
4.ATO.3 5.ATO.1

Use the equations below to solve the value of each symbol. After you figure out all the values, 
create your own equations using the pictures!

÷ =

+ = 24+ = 4

÷ =5x =

+ + + + =

The value of The value of

The value ofThe value of

is is

isis

KEY

4 10

220
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MATH WORD PROBLEMS
3.ATO.3 3.ATO.8 4.ATO.2
4.ATO.3 5.ATO.2 

Solve the word problems below. You may need to add, subtract, multiply or divide. Use 
any strategy you want, but be sure to show all your work!

1. A thief in the market steals 8 apples. Aladdin steals five times more apples 
than that thief. How many apples did Aladdin steal?

2. Aladdin picks up Jasmine on the magic carpet at 7:49 pm. He brings her 
back home 57 minutes later. What time is it when Jasmine gets home?

3. The wind from east blows sand all over the palace. One room has 56,980 
grains of sand, another 175,908 and a third 456,179. How many grains of 
sand are there in the palace?

4. The genie grants 3 wishes per person. He granted 81 wishes on Saturday. 
How many people did he grant wishes for?

5. Prince Ali has 75 golden camels and 53 purple peacocks. About how many 
animals does he have in all? How many more golden camels does he have? 

KEY

8 x 5 = 40 apples

7:49 + 57 minutes = 8:46 pm

56,980 + 175,908 + 456, 179 =689,067 grains of sand

81/ 3 =27 people

75 is about 80 and 53 is about 50
80 + 50 = 130 animals    75-53 =22

17
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES Name:

Date:Disney's Aladdin Jr.



S T A N D A R D S
3 .I . 4 .2
4 .I . 4 .2
5 .I . 4 .2

P U R P O S E 
The purpose of this activity is to encourage students to focus on an inclusive mindset.

M A T E R I A L S
• Chart paper 
• Paper for students to write on 

E X T E N S I O N  T E X T  S E T
These books also include examples of unlikely friends. These can be used to continue these themes in your 
classroom.
• The Lion and the Mouse by Jerry Pinkney
• The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson 
• The Recess Queen by Alexis O’Neill
• The Sandwich Swap by Queen Rania Al Abdullah of Jordan and Kelly DiPucchio
• Those Shoes by Maribeth Boelts
• Stand Tall, Molly Lou Melon by Patty Lovell 
• Charlotte’s Web by E .B . White 

P R O C E D U R E
1 . Teacher will ask students to use the word unlike in a sentence . After students have time to think, 

share sentences and create a class definition of the word unlike. 

2 . Teacher will now have students list things that are “unlike” each other. Students should share why 
they think the things they state are unlike . For example, “ A dog and a person are unlike because 
a dog is furry and a person is not.”

3 . After the class has created several examples of things that are unlike, allow students to 
independently take one of the unlike statements and find a similarity between the two things. 
For example, “a dog and a person are alike because they both want others to love them!”. Share 
orally . 

4 . Teacher will share with students that sometimes it is easiest to look at people and find ways in 
which we are unlike instead of alike . Teacher will ask students to compare Jasmine and Aladdin 
by sharing the ways that they noticed they were unlike . After this discussion, teacher will share 
that Jasmine and Aladdin ended up being friends despite the list of things that was unlike about 
them . 

A F T E R  S H O W  A C T I V I T Y

L I T E R A R Y  A C T I V I T Y
CLASSROOM CHECKUP

Final Thoughts: Unlikely Friends

10
min
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MEMORY GAME Can YOU remember...

REFLECTIVE THOUGHTS

1

2

3

4

How many assistants did the genie have?

What were Jasmine’s friends' names?

What color were Aladdin’s pants?

What was the first wish the genie granted for Aladdin?

1

2

3

How was the show similar to or different than other versions of 
Aladdin you have seen? (Disney movies, books, etc.)

How did they “fly” on the magic carpet in the show?

Use 5 words to describe the set. 

19
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES Name:

Date:Disney's Aladdin Jr.
Performance Reflection



• Apron – The area of the stage that extends toward the audience, in front of the main curtain

• Backstage – The space behind the acting area, unseen by the audience

• Balcony – An upper floor of seats that project out over the main seating area of a theater

• Character – The role played by an actor as he or she assumes another’s identity

• Conflict – The problem or incident that creates the action and is resolved by the end of the play

• Costume – The carefully selected or specially designed clothing worn by the actors

• Cross – The actor’s movement from one stage location to another

• Cue – The last words or action of an actor immediately preceding the lines or business of another actor

• Dialogue – The stage conversation between characters

• Director – The person who oversees the entire process of staging a theatrical production

• Downstage – The part of the stage closest to the audience. At one time stages were raked, or sloped, 
with the lower (“down”) part closest to the audience, and the higher (“up”) part further away

• Ensemble – A cast of actors working together effectively to present a theatrical performance

• Plot – The storyline: beginning (the setting, characters, and problem), middle (how the characters work 
to solve the problem), and the ending (resolution of the problem)

• Project – To speak loudly so the entire audience can hear you

• Props – All the stage furnishings, including furniture, that are physically used by the actors

• Script – The text of the play, including dialogue and stage directions, all written by the playwright

• Set – All of the scenery that makes up the physical environment of the world of the play

• Stage Left – The part of the stage to the actor’s left when the actor faces the audience

• Stage Manager – The person who supervises the physical production of a play and who is in charge of 
the stage during the performance

• Stage Right – The part of the stage to the actor’s right when the actor faces the audience

• Strike – Dismantling the set, costumes, and props at the end of the run of a show

• Theme – The central thought, idea, or significance of the action of a play

• Upstage – The area of the stage farthest way from the audience and nearest to the back wall

THEATRE VOCABULARY

20

Break a leg! Although the origin of the saying is unknown, well-wishers typically say 
“break a leg” to actors to wish them luck before they go on stage to perform. 
In the theatre, wishing a person “good luck” is actually considered bad luck. 20



DID YOU KNOW??
The first actors were from ancient Greece. 
They wore masks to show their emotions. 
Today we use comedy and tragedy masks 
as a symbol for theatre.

STAGE POLICIES
• The use of recording equipment and cameras is not permitted during the performance .

• Electronic devices are not permitted .

• Should a student become ill, suffer an injury, or have another problem, please escort him or her out 
of the theater .

• In the unlikely event of a general emergency, the house lights will come on, and a SYT or Chapman 
Center employee will come on stage and inform the audience of the problem . Remain in your seats 
and wait for further instructions .

• Please find your seats prior to going to the restroom.

If you have special needs for any student(s) and did not indicate your needs when you ordered tickets, 
please call SYT director, Adam Sanders, at (864) 583-4891.

THEATRE ETIQUETTE
• Stay with your group at all times and pay 

attention to your teachers and chaperones .

• Find your seat in the theater before going to 
the bathroom or getting a drink of water .• 

• Make yourself comfortable while keeping 
movement to a minimum .• 

• Please do not stand up, walk around, or put 
your feet on the seat in front of you .• 

• No chewing gum, eating, or drinking in the 
theater . No backpacks, cameras, or electronic devices 
are permitted in the theater .• 

• Feel free to talk quietly in your seats before the show .

• Show your appreciation by clapping for the actors at 
the end of the play .• 

• After the lights come back up, wait for the ushers to 
escort your group out of the theater .

Watching a live performance on a stage is different from viewing a 
film at a movie theater. Remember, the actors on stage can see and 
hear you at the same time you can see and hear them.
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Before our actors take the stage in Miss Nelson is Missing we would like to thank our season sponsors and 
community partners. We couldn’t put on these performances without them. 

Platinum Sponsors

Pediatric Associates-Spartanburg, part of Greenville Health System, offers a full range of healthcare needs for 
your children. From well-checks to sick visits, our goal is to offer you and your family the most current medical 
information and care available. For more information (hours, locations, and a complete list of services), visit 
www.ghschildrens.org/pediatric-associates-spartanburg.php.

Denny's is America's diner. This is where guests have come for over sixty years now 
to sit back, relax and enjoy delicious, hearty meals 24/7, every day of the year. If you’re 
feeling hungry, we highly recommend that you stop in for a delicious breakfast all 
day long!  For more information, visit www.dennys.com.

The Spartanburg County Public Library is the perfect place to read more 
about Christmas traditions and to find more great reading adventures! For more 
information, visit www.infodepot.org/.

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

Community Partners

Hub City Bookshop
www.hubcity.org/bookshop

Little Caesar's
www.littlecaesars.com
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